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ABSTRACT.    The notion of "monad" is generalized to infinite (i.e. non-near-

standard) points in arbitrary nonstandard models of completely regular topological

spaces.   The behaviour of several such monad systems in finite product spaces

is investigated and we prove that for paracompact spaces  A'  such that  X x X  is

normal, the covering monad  P- satisfies  fi(x, y) = fM.x) x Ky) whenever  x and y

have the same "order of magnitude."   Finally, monad systems, in particular non-

standard models of the real line,  R,   are studied and we show that in a minimal

nonstandard model of 7?  exactly one monad system exists and, in fact, fM.x) = \x\

if x  is infinite.

0.   Introduction.   One of the most intuitive applications of nonstandard

analysis is the description of a topology on a set using the very natural idea of

"infinitely close."   In [14] Abraham Robinson defines the monad p(x) of a stand-

ard point x  in a nonstandard model of a metric space to be the set of all points

whose distance from  x is infinitesimal.   A point y in the nonstandard model is

said to be near-standard if it is in the monad of some standard point.   Two such

near-standard points are said to be infinitely close if they are in the monad of

the same standard point  x.   In this setting the standard continuous functions are

precisely those standard functions which preserve the relationship "infinitely

close."   When one looks at infinite (i.e. non-near-standard) points it is no longer

so obvious what should be meant by "infinitely close."   For example   in the non-

standard reals, the most immediate relationship,  x is infinitely close to  y  if and

only if  x - y is infinitesimal, is not preserved by the continuous function f(x) = x .

In  [19] we began an investigation of this problem and described several

possible ways of extending the notion of "infinitely close" to infinite points in

a nonstandard model of a topological space.   The most intuitive of these exten-

sions, the covering monad, was limited to paracompact spaces.   In the first half

of this paper we continue this investigation and generalize the results of  [19]

in several important ways.   First, we describe a series of extensions of the
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notion of "infinitely close" to infinite points in nonstandard models of completely

regular spaces.   In particular, the covering monad generalizes nicely.   Second,

except for one or two examples all of our present results are obtained in arbitrary

nonstandard models as opposed to the highly saturated ([1], [7], [8], [9], [13])

models which were necessary for the proofs in [19].   In the third section of this

paper we investigate the behaviour of monads in the product of two spaces.   In the

final section we make some observations about monad systems in nonstandard

models of the reals.

Throughout this paper we will deal only with Hausdorff spaces.   When we are

working with several topological spaces   X, Y, and  Z,  their extensions will all be

taken in a single nonstandard model     Jli.   That is, we let  JR be the complete higher

order structure on XUfuZ and let    M be a higher order elementary extension

of % ([10], [14]).   The sets   *X, *Y, and  *Z will then all live in  *%.   If  P denotes

an object in 5H then the corresponding object in    M will be denoted by     P.   Ex-

cept where explicitly stated, we make no assumptions about     III other than that it

is a proper elementary extension of  M.   We assume the axiom of choice throughout

and the generalized continuum hypothesis or Martin's axiom only when necessary

to obtain particular kinds of models.

1.   Generalities on extensions of monad systems.   For convenience we recall

some definitions from [14] and  [19].

Definition 1.1.   Suppose that  T is a topological space (Hausdorff by conven-

tion) and that    T is a nonstandard model of  T.   For each standard point  t £ T, we

define the monad oí  t,  p(t), by

p(l) =11     U,    where   U ranges over standard open sets.
teU

A point  x £    T is said to be near-standard if it belongs to the monad of some

standard point.   Two near-standard points  x and  y are said to be infinitely close

(denoted by  x *v y) provided they belong to the monad of the same standard point.

These monads have the following properties.

(a) If x and y are two distinct points of  T then  p(x) n p(y) = 0.

(b) A standard function /: X —> V is continuous if and only if, for each

x EX, *f(p(x))Cp(f(x)).

Property (a) implies that each near-standard point x lies in the monad of a

unique standard point which we   denote St(x).   Hence, for each near-standard

point we can define  p(x) = p(St(x)).   In general, for any point x, p(x) is an external

subset of  *T.   In fact, p(x) is internal if and only if x is a discrete point  [10].

In  [14] Robinson shows that if a Hausdorff space  T is compact then every point

of     T is near-standard.
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Definition 1.2.   Suppose that   J is a class of topological spaces.   A (total)

monad system,  m,  for the class   J   is a partition of each nonstandard model of a

space in  J,  which satisfies conditions (a) and (b) below.   If x £    T and  T £ S

then we denote by  m(x) the equivalence class of the partition given by  m of     T

which contains  x.

(a) For each near-standard point  x,   m(x) = p(x).

(b) For each  X,   Y £ j   and each standard continuous function  f: X —> Y,  for

every  x £   X,     f(m(x)) C m( f(x)).

In particular, we recall the following monad systems defined in [19].

Examples 1.3.    (i)   Let J   be the class of all Hausdorff spaces and define

the discrete monad system  /  for J   by

t(x) = p(x)    if x is near-standard,

= \x\       otherwise.

(ii)  Let J   be the class of all metric spaces and define the metric monad

system   m for  J   by

m(x) = \y s.t. for every standard continuous

function /: T — (0, l), *d(x, y) < *f(x)\.

(iii)   Let J   be the class of all normal spaces and define the coarse monad

system c for  3   by

c(x) fl U,    where  F ranges over standard closed sets
x€*Fc*U ,   ,,

and u ranges over standard open sets.

(iv)   Let  J   be the class of all normal spaces.   We define the covering monad

A for  J   as follows:

First, a locally finite family of pairs   U = \(Ua, Fç)\aej  is a collection of

pairs   (U a, Fa) such that

(a) Each   Fa is closed and   Ua is open and  FaC Ua.

(b) For every point  t £ T there is an open neighborhood of  / which intersects

only finitely many   U a's.

A quasi-standard pair (q.s.p.) is a pair  (U, F) which occurs in the nonstandard

extension     U = \(Ua, Fa)\a€*ç   of some locally finite family of pairs,   ll.

Finally, we define   A by

A(x) =     fl     U,    where  (ii, F) ranges over q.s.p.'s.
xeFQU

In  [19] the covering monad was only defined for paracompact spaces since

we were unable to show that  !A(x)S was a partition of    T for nonparacompact  T.
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Also, in  [19] it is shown that the coarse monad is the coarsest possible monad

system for normal spaces and that for metric spaces the metric monads and cover-

ing monads are identical.

2.   Induced monad systems.

Definition 2.1.   A prototype for a monad system is a topological space  A  in

which the unit interval   [O, l]  is embedded together with a partition of    A  into

equivalence classes such that if the equivalence class containing  x  is denoted

by   p(x), then for each standard point  x £ A,   p(x) = p(x).

Examples 2.2.   In this paper A will always be one of the following spaces.

(i)   The unit interval  7 = [O, l].

(ii)  The real line  R.

(iii)   If  X is any cardinal we denote by   R     the set of all finitely nonzero

functions  f: X — R.   This set is given the metric, d(f, g) = supa^x\f(a) - g(a)|.

The partition  p will always be one of the monad systems of Examples 1.3 or

the partition:

p(x) = \y s.t.    d(x, y) <    e for every standard  f < 0}.

Definition 2.3.   Suppose that   (A, p) is a prototype for a monad system.   Then

we define the induced monad system  p    on the class of all completely regular

spaces by

p (x) = \y s.t. tor every standard continuous  function  f : T —> A,  */(>') £ p(*f(x))]

- p| *f    (p( f(x)))   where  / ranges over standard continuous functions  /: T—+A.

Proposition 2.4.   (i)   In the situation above p    is a monad system.

(ii)   If, in addition, property  (#)  below is satisfied, then, for each a £ A,

p*(a) = p(a).

(#)   For every standard continuous function f: A —> A   and for every a £   A,

*f(p(a)) Ç p(*f(a)).

Proof, (i) Clearly p is a partition of T tot any completely regular T. We

must show that for each standard point a £ T that p (a) = p(a). Since T is com-

pletely regular, for every open set U containing a there is a standard continuous

function /: T —> I C A such that ¡(a) = 1 and, for each x outside U, f(x) = 0.

Therefore x 4 U implies x 4 p (a) and hence p (a) C p(a). Conversely, since a

is standard, for each standard continuous function /: T * A, f(p(a)) C p(f(a)) =

p(f(a)).   Hence,  p(a) C p*(a).

Finally, if /: X —► V is a standard continuous function and x £    X,  then, fot

any y £ p*(x) and for any standard continuous  h: X —» A,     h(y) £ p( h(x)).   In

particular, for every standard continuous function  k: Y —> A,     A f(y) £ p( k f(x)).

Therefore   *f(y) £ p*(*f(x)).
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(ii)   The identity map is continuous and hence  p  (fl) Ç p(fl).   Property   (#)

implies   p(fl) Ç p  (fl).   This completes the proof.

Proposition 2.5.   Let p be the usual (and only) prototype for a monad system

on the unit interval I.   Then

(i)   p* is the coarsest possible monad system on the class of all completely

regular spaces.

(ii)   On normal spaces p   is the coarse monad c.

Proof,   (i) is clear since  7 is completely regular and compact.

(ii)   Let  T be any normal space.   Suppose first that x, y £   T and x 4 p (v)-

Then there is a standard continuous function /: T —» I such that    f(x) 4 p( f(y)).

We may assume without loss of generality that    f(y) <   f(x).   Let 77 be the internal

set,  77 = |a £ [0, l] s.t. a < ( f(x) -   f(y))\.   77 is an internal interval which con-

tains every infinitesimal and hence must also contain some standard  e > 0.   There-

fore there are standard points   a and ß such that    f(y) < a < ß <   f(x).   Let

F = /"'([O, a]) and  U = f~H[0, ß)).   Then y £ *F but x 4 *U.   Hence  x 4 c(y)

and we have shown c(y) C p (y).

Conversely, if x 4 c(y) there is a standard open set   U and a standard closed

set  F such that y £   F and x 4    U.   Then, since   T is normal there is a standard

continuous function /: T —> [O, l] which is  0 on  F and  1   off  U.   Hence,    f(y) =

0 and   */(*) = 1  4 p(0).   So x 4 p*(y).

The obvious next step is to investigate the monad system induced by the

prototype   (7?, A) = (R, m).   One might expect that this prototype would induce a

very natural monad system on the class of all completely regular spaces.   However,

the following proposition shows that even the much finer prototype  (R, t) induces

a monad system which is intuitively much too coarse even for metric spaces.

Proposition 2.6.   Consider the prototype  (R, t) and the space  R  .   If    Rœ

is an enlargement of R  then

(i)   For every standard t £ [0, °°)  there are points x, y £   Rœ such that

d(x, y) = t  and x £ t  (y).

(ii)   Hence, the monad system  I    is neither finer nor coarser than the monad

system m - k.   Thus, in general, the set of monad systems is noi linearly ordered.

(iii)   Also, on    R    the monad system m = k  is strictly finer than the monad

system  m   = A   ,  induced from  (R, A) = (R, m).

Proof,   (i)   Consider the following relation:  R(f, (a, b)) = / is a continuous

function  R    —* R and  (fl, b) is a pair of points such that f(a) = f(b) and d(a, b) = t.

It is sufficient to show that the relation  7? is concurrent (i.e. finitely satisfiable).

Let /j, f2, • •• , /,   be continuous functions  R" —» R and define /: R —> Rk by
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/(xp x2,. • -, xk+l)

~ Vl'xl>  x2' " " ' ' Xk + V' '2^XV X2'"' ' Xk+V' '" ' 4:     1' X2' " '  ' Xk+l'''

Let  S   C Rk+    be the sphere of diameter  / with center at the origin.   By the

Borsuk-Ulam Theorem [18] there is a point x £ S    such that f(x) = f( - x).   Hence,

(x, - x) is the desired pair.

(ii)   By (i)  /  (x) is, in general, not contained in  m(x).   But clearly   m(x) is

not, in general, contained in   /  (x) since, if  R  is embedded in   R     in the obvious

way,   t*(x) n R = \x] but  z?z(x) O R / jx|.

(iii)   Immediate.

The preceding proposition shows that the prototype,   (R, m), is not large

enough to give us an intuitively reasonable monad system on the class of all com-

pletely regular spaces.   Hence, we will consider the prototypes   (R  , p.) and

(R  , mx) where   mx will denote the metric monad on   R* and  p    will denote the

\

mx will denote the metric monad on  R* and  p    will <

partition of  R* given by

p>(x) == iy s.t.    d(x, y) < £ for every standard positive e].

The following lemmas show that if the cardinal    À is large enough then these

prototypes induce intuitively reasonable monad systems.

limma 2.7. Suppose that T is normal and that X is any cardinal number

such that X > T. Then for every x £ T, k(x) = p (x) = m Ax). Hence, k is a

monad system for the class of normal spaces.

Proof,   (i)   First we show that  p Ax) C A(x).  Suppose that y 4 k(x).   Then

there is a locally finite family of pairs   ll = \(Ua, Fa)iaej such that, for some

(Ua> Fa) e *^> x e Fa and  > Í Ua.-   Since ^  is locally finite,  f < f < A.   Let

i: i     * X be any injection and define  f: T —» R     by

/(/)(£) = <paU)    iff=z(a),

- 0 otherwise,

where the functions   cpa are chosen (since   /   is normal) so that

cpa(t) =0    if t i ua,

=  1      if   /  £ Fa;

then  / is a standatd continuous function and     d( f(x),  f(y))    1.    Hence  y 4 px(x).

(ii)   The proof is completed by showing that  A(x) C m  (x).   This follows

immediately from the following two results from   [19].   The proofs of these results

are completely straightforward and are valid in any elementary extension.   In ad-
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dition the proof of the first   result does not use paracompactness.   Hence the re-

sults apply in the current situation.

(1) For every standard continuous function /: X —> Y between two normal

spaces, for every  x £ *X,   *f(k(x)) C k(*f(x)).

(2) For metric spaces,  k(x) = m(x).

Lemma 2.8.   Suppose that  T  is a completely regular space and that X and k

are two cardinals such that X, k>T and X, k > 2    .   Then ¡or each t £   T, px(A =

p*(t) = m*x(t) = m%t).

Proof.   We may assume that  X < k so there is an obvious inclusion  R    Ç R

and clearly  p  (/) Ç pxU).   Now given any standard continuous function  f: T —► R   ,

fot each  / £ T,  f(t) has only finitely many nonzero coordinates.   Hence if A =

\£ £ k: 3 t e T/(r)(rf) 4 0¡,  then A < X.   Thus we can think of / as a function

T —» Rx  and hence   pAx) Ç pA*) completing the proof of the first equality.   The

other equalities  follow since  R* = X, so by Lemma  2.7 on R\ px= m,  and by

Proposition 2.4  mx= m.   Thus on  T,  pAt) C mk(t).   But trivially,  mxU) Ç pxU),

completing the proof.

In view of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 and the intuitive feeling that the covering and

metric monads are the "right" monads, we make the following definition.   The

main positive results of this section are then summarized by Theorem 2.10.

Definition 2.9.   Suppose that  J   is the class of completely regular spaces.

Then we define the monad system  p on  J   by  p(t) = pxU), fot each   t £    T,  where

X is any cardinal such that  X > T.

Theorem 2.10.   (i)  For near-standard points t £   T, p(t) is the usual monad.

Hence, our notation is consistent.

(ii)   For metric spaces,  p(t) = m(t) = k(t).

(iii)   For normal spaces,  p(t) = A(r).

(iv)   p is a monad system on the class of completely regular spaces.

The work in this section leaves us in the somewhat unsettling position of

having a plethora of monad systems on the class of completely regular spaces.   It

would be of some interest to attempt to classify such monad systems or perhaps

to study the partially ordered set of all such monad systems.   In this connection

it is interesting to note that Proposition 2.6 shows that the partial order is not

linear and also that with the following definitions this set is actually a lattice.

(i)   a < b if, for every completely regular space   T and every   / £ *T,

a(t) Ç b{t).

(ii)   (fl A b)(x) = a(x) n b(x).

(iii)   (fl V b)(x) = \y s.t. there are points  xQ, xp •• • ,x^ such that x = x

y = xn, and  x. + 1  £ a(x.) u b(x .) fot   i = 0,1,2,  ■ ■ ■ , ra - 1 \.
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However, there are also a number of reasons for believing that the monad

system p is the "right" one.

(1) For metric spaces the metric monad,   m,  certainly seems very natural and

p is the same as the metric monad on metric spaces.   Similarly the covering monad

seems very natural, at least for paracompact spaces, and again the monad p is

the same as the covering monad on normal spaces.

(2) At least for paracompact spaces local properties hold even for infinite

points.   For example if  T is paracompact and locally convex then  p(x) is convex

for every  x £   T.

(3) The monad system  p is the coarsest monad system consistent with the

obvious partition  p(x) of Examples 2.2.

In the next section we shall obtain some more evidence that the monad system

p is the most appropriate one to use.

3.   Monads in finite products.   In this section we would like to investigate the

following question.   Suppose that  a  is a monad system and that  (x, y) £   (X x Y).

Then under what circumstances is   a(x, y) = a(x) x a(y)?   The following observation

is immediate.

Proposition 3.1.   Suppose that a  is a monad system on the class  J and that

the spaces  X, Y,  and X x Y are all in j.   Then for every x E*X and y £ *Y,

a(x, y) C a(x) x a(y).

Proof.   The projection maps  px(u, v) = u and p2(u, v) = v ate continuous.

Hence,  a(x, y) C p~l(a(x)) n p~l(a(y)) = a(x) x a(y).

However, the following example shows that, in general, equality does not hold.

Example 3.2.   If  x is a standard point in   R and  y is an infinite point in     R

then p(x, y) / p(x) x p(y).

Proof.   Clear.

The following proposition shows that for many monad systems even  a(x, x) /

a(x) x a(x).

Proposition 3.3.   Suppose that X and X x X are paracompact and that x £  X.

Then c(x, x) r\(\x]x *X) Ç \x] x p(x).

Proof.   Suppose that  y 4 p(x)-   Then there is a locally finite family of pairs

K = \(Ua, Fa)¡a£jj such that for some  (Uy, Fy), x EF y and y 4 Uy.   Consider

j\ U {(X, X)|.   This is a locally finite covering of  X by pairs.   By Lemma 2.15 of

[19] there is another locally finite covering of  X by pairs   {(Va, Hß)\ßej   such

that, for every  u, v £ X  and every   ß £ £j;  u, v £ Vß implies that for every   Wa, F )

if  u £ Fa then  v £ l¡a.   Hence, there is no   Vg such that both  x, y £ Vg.   Now let
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F = A = \(u, u) £ Xx X\,       U =   (J   Vg x Vß.

Then,   (x, x) £ *F and   (x, y) 4    U, so that   (x, y) 4 c(x. x) which completes the

proof.

Corollary 3.4.   Suppose a   is a monad system which is defined for paracompact

spaces and that X and X x X are paracompact.   Then a(x, x) C\({x\ x   X) C

(\x\ x p(x)).

Proof.   Since  c is the coarsest possible monad system for normal spaces

a(x, x) C c(x, x).

Although many monad systems behave badly for products, the trivial monad

system trivially behaves well, and the covering monad system behaves well at

least for paracompact spaces.

Proposition 3.5.   If X and Y are any topological spaces and x  is an infinite

point of    X and y  is an infinite point of     Y then  t(x, y) = t(x) x t(y).

Proof.   Trivial.

Theorem 3.6.   Suppose  that  X  is paracompact and that X x X  is normal.

Let x  be any element of    X.   Then p(x, x) = p(x) x p(x).

Proof,   (i)   By Proposition 3.1, p(x, x) C p(x) x p(x).

(ii)  Suppose that  (u, v) 4 p(x> x)-   We must show that either  u 4 p(*) or

v f p(x).   Let  II = \(Ua, Fa)io£j  be a locally finite family of pairs such that, for

some   (Vß, Fa) £   U, (x, x) £ Fo and  (u, v) 4 V„.   By adding the pair (X x X, X x X),

if necessary we may assume that   U is a covering of X.   Let A = \(t, t) e X x X\.

We will produce a locally finite covering of  X by pairs by breaking each

(Ua n A, Fa n A) up into a locally finite family as follows.

For each  a such that  Fan A 4 0, for each  (t, t) e Fa there is an open sub-

set  A    a C X such that   (t, t) £ A ( a x A t a C Ua.   Since  X  is paracompact so is

^a = •' e X: U> A £ Fa\.   Hence,   ¡A    a| can be refined to a locally finite covering

\By a| of  77a.   Since   X is normal we can find closed sets   C     aC B     a  such tha

^^yta~ Ha.   Let  (1 = \(By a, Cy a)\a   .    Clearly,   U   is a locally finite cover-

ing of  X by pairs.   Since   (x, x) £ Fß and  (u, v) 4 Ua,  there is a  y such that

(x, x) £ Cy^ x Cy^ß C By^ x ^j^ Ç í/^.   Therefore  x £ Cy ß but either u 4

By,ß  or  v ^ B7,ß and nence either  u 4 p(x) or  v 4 p(x) which completes the

proof.

in view of Example 3.2, whether or not p(x, y) = p(x) x p(y) depends strongly

on the relative "sizes" of p(x) and  p(y) or, as we shall see, on the relative

"orders of magnitude" of x and y.   In order to make this precise we proceed as

follows.
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Definition 3.7.   Suppose that X is a topological space and that  K C   X.    K

is said to be a quasi-standard compact subset of     X  if there is a standard locally

finite family of compact subsets of  X,   X = \Ka] such that   K £   K.

If x, y £   X we say that  x  and  y are of the same order (written  o(x) = o(y))

if either

(i)   x = y  or

(ii)   there is some quasi-standard compact set   K such that  \x, y]C K.

We say  x is of finite order (written  o(x) = 0) if there is some standard point

y such that o(x) = o(y).

Clause (i) is necessary in the definition above since a straightforward en-

largement argument shows that if  X  is not locally compact there are (near-standard)

points in     X which belong to no quasi-standard compact subsets of     X.

Lemma 3.8.   Suppose that  K  is a standard compact subset of X  and that

\Ca] is a standard locally finite family of subsets of X.   Then there is a neighbor-

hood of K which intersects only finitely many  C's.

Proof.   For each x £ K there is an open set  ii    containing x which intersects

only finitely many  Ca's.   Since   K is compact,   K is contained in the union of

finitely many   U  's.

Proposition 3.9.   o(x) = o(y)  zs an equivalence relation.

Proof.   Symmetry and reflexivity are clear.   Now suppose that  o(x) = o(y) and

that  o(y) = o(z).   We must show that  o(x) = o(z).   There are locally finite families

of compact sets   K = \Ka] and   C = \Cg] such that  \x, y] C C £   C   Let   i be the

family   \Ka U C^: Ka n C a / 0].   We claim that   A.  is a locally finite family of

compact sets.   Let  v be an arbitrary element of  X.   Since   J\ and  C are locally

finite there is an open neighborhood   W of  v which intersects only finitely many

Ka's  and   Cg's.   But by Lemma 3-8 each  Cg intersects only finitely many   7<a's

and each   Kg intersects only finitely many   Ca's.   So altogether  W intersects only

finitely many elements of X.   Therefore   A  is locally finite and  o(x) = o(z) since

K n C ¿0  and  \x, z]C K U C.

Proposition 3.1U.   (i)   // x and y are standard points in x,   then o(x) = o(y).

(ii)   // o(x) = 0,  then x  is near-standard.

(iii)   // X  zs locally compact, then o(x) = 0  if and only if x  is near-standard.

Proof,   (i)   [x, y]   is compact and hence quasi-standard compact.

(ii)   If  lx, y] C K,   K is quasi-standard and  y is standard, then   K must also

be standard and compact.   Hence, since  x  is an element of a standard compact

set  x must be near-standard   [14].
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(iii)   If x  is near-standard let   K be a standard compact neighborhood of St(x).

Hence, x £ *K and o(x) = o(St(x)) = 0.

In general, order is not preserved by standard continuous functions as can

easily be seen from consideration of the function  /: R —» R given by f(x) = x sin x.

However, we do have the following partial result.

Proposition 3.11.   Suppose that f: X —» Y  is a standard homeomorphism into

(that is, as a function X —► f(X), f is a homeomorphism);   then for every x, y £   X,

o(x) = o(y)  implies o(*f(x)) = o(*f(y)).   Furthermore, if f(X)  is a closed subset of

Y then for every x, y £   X,  o( f(x)) = o( f(y))  implies  o(x) = o(y).

Proof, (i) If A = \Ka\ is a locally finite family of compact sets of X such

that \x, y\CK£ *K, then \*f(x), *f(y)\ Ç *f(K) £ *(f(K)) = *\f{Ka)\ and, clearly,

f(K)    is a locally finite family of compact subsets of   Y.

(ii)   Suppose that  K = \Ka\ is a locally finite family of compact subsets of

V such that   |*/(x), *f(y)\ C K £ *K.   Then  K' =\Kan f(X)\ is also a locally

finite family of compact sets since  f(X) is closed and   i  f(x),   f(y)\ Ç K n   f(X) £

X'.  Then,   {*, y\Cf-l(Kn *f(X)) £ *(/" !)(K' ) which is a locally finite family of

compact subsets of  X.

Before proving the main result of this section we need three lemmas.

Lemma 3.12.   Suppose that  K  is a compact subset of X and that  V  is an

open subset of X x X such that  K x K C V.   Then there is an open subset  W  of

X such that  K C W and W xW CV.

Proof.   <i)   Fix  x £ K.   For each  y £ K there are open subsets of  X, A   , B

such that   (x, y) £ A    x B    Ç V.   Since   K is compact there is a finite subcover

ßyi, By2, ... , Byk of   K.   Therefore \x\xKC\J(Ay   x By)C V.   In fact, if we let

U    =f|A      and   T    = (Jo      we have   U    xT   C V.'
x y i x y i xx-

(ii)   Ux is an open cover of  K and, hence, there is a finite subcover  U    ,

fv„, • •• ,Ur  ■   Let  W = (\JU    ) n (C\T    ); then clearly   W is the set we want.
x2 xn xi xi J

Lemma 3.13.   Suppose that X  is normal and that F  is a compact subset of

X x X.   Suppose, further, that A v A2, ..-, An,  and B v B2, ■•■ ,B     are open

subsets of X such that  F C \J(A . x B.).   Then there are open subsets of X,   C ,

C     • • • , C    and D., D,, • . • , D    such that C .CC .CA., D.CD.CB. and

FÇ U(C, Y.D.).

Proof. Let 77 = F - (J"=2 (A ¿ x ß .). TV is compact and 77 C A j x ßp Let

p}: X x X —» X and p2: X x X —» X denote the projection maps on the first and

second factors, respectively.   Then  pt(77) is compact and  pt(77) is contained in
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A      so by normality there is an open set  C.  such that  px(H) C Cj C Cj C Ay

Similarly there is an open set   D. such that  p2(77) C Dj C D x CBy   Hence  77 C

Cj x Dj and  F C (C x x Dx) \j (U"_2^¿ x Ö/)-   The remainder of the proof is

similar.

Lemma 3.14.   Suppose that X   is paracompact and that \Ka]  is a locally

finite family of compact subsets of X.   Then there are open sets  Ua D Ka such

that the family \Ua]  is locally finite.

Proof.   By Lemma 3-8 there are open sets   Sa2 7<asuch that each  Sa inter-

sects only finitely many   Kg's.   Since   \Ka] is a locally finite family of closed

sets   yJKa   is  closed  and   X - \JKa is open.   Thus,   (l = \Sa] \j \X - U7<ai is

an open cover of  X.   Since   X  is paracompact there is a locally finite refinement

\Tß] of ffi.

For each  Ka there is a finite subcollection  Tg  , Ta   , ■ ■ • , Ta    such that

KaCTn    llT«    U • • • U To  .   We may assume each of these   T g 's  has a non-

empty intersection with  Ka.   Let  Ua = To    O Ta   u • • • U Ta  .   Clearly  KaC Ua.

We claim that  \Ua] is locally finite and, hence, the family we seek.    First, notice

that each  Ta  occurs in only finitely many   fa'.s  since, if it has a nonvoid inter-

section with some   7<a, then it is not contained in X - U^a and hence must be

contained in some  Sa.   But by the choice of the  Sa's, each one intersects only

finitely many  Ka's.   Now if x £ X,  since  [Ta] is a locally finite family, there is

a neighborhood   W of  x which intersects only finitely many   Tg's  and hence only

finitely many   Ua's, since each   Tg  is contained in only finitely many   Ua's.   This

completes the proof.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.15.   Suppose that X  is paracompact and that  X x X  is normal.

If x, y £   X and o(x) = o(y) then p(x, y) = p(x) x p(y)-

Proof.   By Theorem 3.6 if x = y, p(x, y) = p(x) x p(y).   So we may assume

that there is a standard locally finite family of compact subsets of  X, K = \K   ]

such that there is a   K? £   K such that  [x, y] C Kf.   By Proposition 3.1,  p(x, y) C

p(x) x p(y).

Now suppose that   (u, v) 4 p(x, y) and that  ll = \(Ua, Fa)\ is a locally finite

family of pairs such that, for some  (Ug, Fg) £    U, (x, y) £ Fa and  (u, v) 4 Un.

By Lemma 3-14 there are open sets  S    D K     such that the collection {5   } is

locally finite.   Since each   K     is compact, so is   K    x K      and by Lemma 3-8

and Lemma 3-12 there are neighborhoods   W     of each   K     such that  K    C W    C

S       and each   W    x VI     intersects only finitely many  Pr's.

For each  t £ F g C\ (Ky x 7<   ) we can find open sets  A    „      and  B   g

such that  / £ A   g      x B    a      C Ua n (W    x W   ).  Since each   Ky x K     is com-
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pact we can find a finite subcover of each  Fß O (Ky x Ky), A      ß y x B      ^y-

At2,ß,y x B!2,ß,y> • ■ ' • Atk{ß,y),ß,y x Btkiß,j)ß,y By Lemma 3_I13 we can find

open sets   Cf._Ä>, and  D ̂ ßy suchthat  C tj,ß,y <^ A t^ßy and  D tl, ß,y ^ B tl,ß_y

and  F^    n^xKylçU^.^x^.^).

Since each   K    x /<     intersects only finitely many   Fn's,  for each   Ky we

get two finite collections of pairs (A      y, C     y), ■ ■ ■ , (A( y, C¿ y) and

(ß,,  v D,,  v)» - • ' > (Bt   ,„ ^ -v' ®,   , ,^ -y)-   Since each of these sets is contained
l\,'        'Ii/ 'ni/)''        'n(/)'/

in the corresponding  S     and the collection  [5   ¡ is locally finite, the two collec-

tions of pairs   \(A t. ß y, C(. ß y)] and   |(B;. ^ y, D(   ß y)] ate locally finite.

Now consider  (x, y) £ Fß and   (zz, v) 4 Ug.   Since   \x, y] C KT £   X we have

(x, y) £ Fg n (KT x KT) and hence, for some   z,   (x, y) £ C(    n T x D(    o T but since

(zz, v) 4 Uß, (u, v) 4 A t   ß T x B t. ß T and hence either  zz 4 A(    n f or   v 4 B t. ßT,

but since  x £ C     ß T and  y e D.. ß r, this means that either  « ^ ft(x) ot  v 4

p(y), which is what we had to show.

The remainder of this section will be concerned with metric spaces and the

metric monad system,  p.   Intuitively, if  x is a standard point and  y is an infinite

point in     R  then  p(x) is "larger" than  p(y).   In fact, we can directly compare

them by noticing that  p(y) + (x - y) is properly contained in  p(x).   In general, we

make the following definition to capture this notion of the "size" of  p(x).

Definition 3.16.   Suppose that X is a metric space and that x, y E   X.   Then

we say that  p(x) and   p(y) have the same sz'ze, provided that for every standard

continuous function /: X —► (0, oo) there is a standard continuous function g: X

— (0, oo) such that *g(y) < *f(x), and   *g(x) < *f(y).

Theorem 3.17.   Suppose that  X  is a metric space, that x, y E   X and that

o(x) = o(y).   Then p(x) and p(y) have the same size.

Proof.   Let  X = \Ka]ae^ be a locally finite family of compact subsets of  X

such that, for some   K     £   X,  \x, y] C K   .   Assume that /: X —» (0, oo) is a stan-

dard continuous function.   The idea of the proof is to define  g:  U^a —>(0, oo)

such that  g\K    <Min(/|K  ).   Then, since   |7<J is locally finite   U7<a is closed,

so by the Tietze Extension Theorem g can be extended to all of  X.   This exten-

sion is then the function we want.   In order to define  g on   \JKa we assume that

the index set  ii is an ordinal and proceed by induction on  a £ 1   By Lemma 3-14

there are open sets   UaD Ka such that the collection  \Uj is locally finite.   We

define functions gß.  \ja<ß Ka ~' (0, °°) as follows:

(1 )   gy KQ —» (0, oo) is given by g j(x) = m where  m = Min l/(x): x £ KQ\.

(2)  Given gß: öa<ß Ka ~> (°, °°) we define g/3+,: Ua</3 + i Xa-*(0, oo) as

follows: Let
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m = Min (\f(x): x £ Kß\ u \gß(x): x e ( U   ^a n Kß)f )•

For each  x £ Ua</g+1 Kß,   let

fl(x) = aYx,   U   7<a- Uß\,       b(x) = ¿(x, Kg).

Define  g/g+1U) = (^OOgßOO + a(x)m)/(a(x) + b(x)).   Notice if x 4 Uß then  fl(x) = 0

and ^+1(x) = gß(x).

(3)   For limit ordinals   X and in particular for sup 9 let  gx(x) = Min ß<xgAx)-

It is straightforward to verify that  g(x) = g s     Ax) is the function we want and is

continuous since  \Ua\ is locally finite so in a neighborhood of any point there are

only finitely many changes in go.

4.   Some remarks about monads in    R.   In this section we make a few obser-

vations about the work of the preceding sections when it is particularized to the

nonstandard reals,     R.

Theorem 4.1.   Suppose x, y £    R  and  |x| < \y\   then the following are equiv-

alent:

(i)   x and y  have the same size;

(ii)   p(x) = p(y) + (x - y);

(iii)   there is a standard continuous function f: [0, oo) —» [0, <x>) such that

1*1 < \y\ < 7(|*D;
(iv)   o(x) = o(y).

Proof.   We may assume   0 < x < y since all the conclusions are easily sym-

metric in  x, - x, y and  - y.

(i)   is immediately equivalent to (ii) since the map  T(t) = t + (x — y) is an

isometry.

(ii)   implies (iii).   Suppose that  p(x) = p(y) + (x - y).   Clearly,  y + 1/y 4p(y)

and, hence,  x + 1/y 4 p(x).   Thus, there is a standard continuous function  h:

R -> (0, oo) such that  *h(x) < 1/y. Let g(t) = Min I Ms): 0 < s < t\/2.   Then g is

also standard continuous and g is monotone decreasing.   Notice     g(x) < 1/y.

Define  /(/) = l/g(t) for  0 < / < oo.   Then / is standard, continuous and monotone

increasing and    f(x) > y which completes the proof of (ii) implies (iii).

(iii)   implies (iv).   Suppose  /: [0, oo) —» [0, oc) ¡s a standard continuous

function such that x < y <   f(x).   For each positive integer ra, let K   = [ra, /(« + 1)].

We may assume  y  is infinite since otherwise the theorem is trivial, and we may

also assume by the proof of (ii) implies (iii) that  / is monotone increasing.   Hence,

Limx^oo/(x)= oo, and this implies that the family  17C   i is locally finite.   Let   v

be the (infinite) integer such that   v < x < v + 1.   Then  íx, y j C Ky.
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(iv)   implies (i) by Theorem 3-17.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

It is easy to show that if   *R  is an enlargement then, for every infinite  x £

*R, p(x) 4 \x\-   However, for countable ultrapowers this is false.   In fact, we have

the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2.   Suppose that D  is an ultrafilter on co and that    R =

D-Prod 7?.   Let v be the infinite integer represented by the identity map. Then x > v

implies  p(x) - \x\.

Proof.   Suppose that  y 4X and  y £ p(x).   Then since   v <x  it is easy to show

that   \y - x\ + v £ p(v).   Let  A be any integer such that  A>l/|y-x|.   Let  Abe

represented by the function g: co —> to.   Then    g(v) = A.   We can assume  g is non-

zero since it is already nonzero on some set A £ D.   Thus,   \y -x| >1/ g(v), and

hence   |y -x|  4 p(v), which is a contradiction.

This proposition raises the disturbing possibility that for countable ultra-

powers     R  of  R, fot every infinite  x, p(x) = \x\.   In fact, we will show that this

occurs if and only if the underlying ultrafilter is a   P-point.    P-points  have been

investigated under various names by Rudin   [16], Rudin   [17], Choquet   ([5], [6]),

Booth [4], Blass   ([2], [3]) and others.   We recall the definition:

Definition 4.3.   Suppose that D is an ultrafilter on  cu.   Then D is said to be

a   P-point if and only if for every function f: co —> co there is a set A £ D such

that  f\A   is either constant or finite-to-one.

There are lots of P-points if either the Continuum Hypothesis   [16] or Martin's

Axiom  ([2], [3], [4]) holds.

Theorem 4.4.   Suppose that  D   is an ultrafilter on co and  *R = D-PtodR.

Then the following are equivalent:

(i)   D  is a  P-point.

(ii)   For every infinite x £    R,  p(x) = \x\.

Proof,   (i) implies (ii).   Let x be an infinite point in     R.   We may assume  x

is positive.   If x > v we are done by Proposition 4.2.   Hence we may assume

x < v.   Let   A be the (infinite) integer such that   A < x < A + 1.   Let   A be repre-

sented by the function /:&>—►&>.   Then since  D is a P-point there is a set A £ D

such that f\A  is finite-to-one.   We can assume that / is the identity on co - A

without loss of generality.   Thus,  / is finite-to-one on all of co.   Define  g: co —> co

by g(n) = max \i: f(i) = n\.   Then gf(i) > i for each   i £ co.   Hence,   *g(A) > v.   We

can extend  g continuously to  R  and define  h(t) = Max \g(s): s < t\.   Thus,   *h(k)

> v, and since  h is monotone increasing,  *h(x) > v.   This implies  p(x) = p(v) +

(x - v) = \x\   by Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2.
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(ii)   implies (i).   Suppose  D  is not a   P-point.   Then there is a function /:

co —► co such that / is not finite-to-one on any set A £ D.   Let  A be the infinite

integer represented by  /•   We claim for every standard function  g: co —► co,    g(k) <v.

Hence, by Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.1, p(k) / p(v) + (k - v) = \k].

Proof of claim.   Suppose that    g(A) > v then let A =\i: gf(i) > i].  Since

g(A) > v, A £ D.   Hence, there are a  ;' £ co and an infinite subset  B C A  such that,

for every  r £ B,  f(r) = /',  which implies  gf(r) = g(j).   But since   B  is infinite there

is an t £ B such that r > g(j).   Hence  gf(r) = g(j) < r, which is a contradiction.

This completes the proof.

It is perhaps even more surprising that the coarse monad of a point can be

discrete.   In fact, we will show that for minimal ultrafilters  D,  if     R = D-ProdR

then for every infinite point  x £    R,   c(x) = \x\.   Before proving results for the

coarse monad analogous to those for the monad,  p, we need some well-known def-

initions and results.

Definition 4.5. Suppose that co is a nonstandard model of the natural numbers

and that A is an infinite integer in *co. Let Dk = \A C co: k £ A]. Then D, is an

ultrafilter on  co.

Definition 4.6.   Suppose that  D  is an ultrafilter on co and f: co —► co is any

function.   Let

f(D) = \A Ceo: rl(A) £D].

Then ¡(D) is an ultrafilter.

Proposition 4.7.   In the situation above f(D) = D   if and only if {/': f(i) = z'j £ D.

Proof.   This result was obtained independently by several investigators.   See,

for example,   [2], [3], or [4].

Proposition 4.8.   Suppose that D   is an ultrafilter on co and  *co = D-Prod co.

Suppose  a E   co - co, and that, as usual,   v  is the element of    co  represented by

the identity map co —> co.   Then

(i)   DV = D.

(ii) V)-^-
Proof,   (i)  A eDv«-» v £*A *-> \i: i £ A] £D «-» A £ D.

(ii)   Let  a be represented by the function  h: co —> co.

A e D*       «-, *f(a) £ *A <-> U: fh(i) £ A] £ D

«-»Sz: h(i) £ f~l(A)\ £ D <-> f~l(A) £ D   *-> A e f(D).
1 a '      a

Proposition 4.9.   Suppose that D  is an ultrafilter on co and    R = D-ProdR.

Then c(v) = \v].
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Proof.   For each  A £   co - co there is a function /: co —> co such that  A =   f(v).

If   A 4 v by Proposition 4.7,  f(D) 4 D and, hence,  Dk = D^       4 L>v.   Thus, there

is a set A C co such that v £ A but  k 4 A.

Now suppose that  f: R —* (0, oo) is any standard continuous function and  A

is any subset of co.   Define U(A, f) = \y: 3A £ *A,   *¿(A, y) < */U)i-   Then c(i/) C

v€*A /^(^' /) = pb') = ^, which completes the proof.

Definition 4.10.   Suppose that D is an ultrafilter on co.   Then D is said to be

minimal provided for every function f: co —> co there is a set A £ D such that /|^

is either constant or one-to-one.

Notice that every minimal ultrafilter is a  P-point.   Minimal ultrafilters have

been investigated by many of the same people who worked on  P-points.   If either

the Continuum Hypothesis or Martin's Axiom holds there are many minimal ultra-

filters.

Theorem 4.11.   Suppose that D   is a minimal ultrafilter on co and that     R =

D-Prod  R.   Then for every infinite x £   R,   c(x) = \x\.

Proof, (i) First we show that for every infinite integer, A, in R, c(k) = {A|.

Suppose that a, b ate two infinite integers in R, represented respectively by

f : co —* co and f,: co —► co.  Since  D is minimal there is a set A £ D such that
1 a ' b

f    .  is one-to-one.   By a straightforward argument we may assume that /    is act-

ually bijective.   Let g = f,f~  .   Then  b =   g(a) and the argument of Proposition

4.9 shows that, for every infinite integer   k £   R,  c(k) = \k\.

(ii)   Now assume that x  is any infinite element of     R.   We will show that

c(x) = p(x), hence by Theorem 4.4  c(x) = \x\.  Suppose that f: R —> (0, oo) is any

standard continuous function.   We will construct two standard continuous functions

h, g: R —» (0, oo) such that either  g(x) or  h(x) is an integer and  g~   (g(x)) C

\y: *d(x, y) < */(*)} and  h~l(h(x)) C \y: *d(x, y) < *f(x)\.   By (i) this implies that

\y: *d(x, y) < *f(x)\ D c(x) which implies  c(x) = p(x) = \x\.

For each positive integer ra let  e    = Min !/(f): 0 < |i| < raj.   Let  A    be any

integer such that  1/A    < e  .   Let  t     . = (ra - 1 ) + i/k ,  for   i = 0, 1, 2, ...    A .
° n n n, i n ' '     n

Let  /(ra, z') = l + i + Sp~, A .   Now suppose y £ 7?.   We may assume  y is positive,

since  g, h will be defined so that  g( - y) = - g(y) and  h( - y) = - h(y).   Then

there is a unique  ra and   i such that

t    .  < y < t    ._,_,     or
n,i   — J        n ,i+ 1

,        , < V < t      ,   n = t      ,    .n ,k   -\ - ■> n + 1,0 n,k
n n

Now let

My) = /(ra, ¿)     if  /(ra, i)  is even,

(/(ra, z + 2)(y - tn p + /(ra, /')(«„ ;+, - y))An     if  /(ra, f)  is odd;
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g(y) = /(«, i)     if  /'(«, l)  is odd,

= (/(«, z + 2)(y - t    .) + j(n, i)(t    ... - y))k       if  /(«, i) is even.
1 J n ,i        ' n,i+ 1       J       n J

These functions are the ones we want and they complete the proof.
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